
Diffi culty Level = 7
The signs of war littered the hills of Dunland. Everywhere the 
heroes looked there was smoke and blood and fi re. Across a wide 
valley, the bodies of Dunlending warriors lay slain in the dirt. 
Some wore the trappings of the Boar tribe, others were dressed 
with Raven feathers.

As the heroes searched the battlefi eld for survivors, they were 
alerted to an approaching troop by the tromp of marching feet. 
Looking in the direction of the sound, they descried the banners 
of the Boar Clan fl ying above an army of Wild Men. Striding 
proudly at the front was chieftain Turch wearing the Antlered 
Crown. He halted when he saw the heroes.

“Well met,” said the chief with a smile. “I am glad to see you 
again, but you cannot travel any further; our country is at war.” 
His face was stern, but his eyes were weary.

He removed the Antlered Crown  and wiped his brow, then 
regarded the thing in his hand and frowned. “The Antlered 
Crown has not united the Dunlending clans as I had hoped. The 
leader of the Raven Clan has rejected my leadership and laid 
claim to the crown for himself, instigating this fi ght.” The large 
chieftain spat in the dirt to show his disdain.

“The cowards of the Wolf Clan have reserved their allegiance 
for the moment, but if they should ally with the Raven, I fear we 
will be overmatched,” he explained. Then, looking at the heroes 
he continued, “Yet, if the emissaries of Saruman were to ally 
themselves with us, the Boar Clan would surely be victorious! 
And you would return to Isengard with the friendship of a united 
Dunland. What say you?”

The heroes were reluctant to fi ght in the Dunlendings’ war. Yet, 
even if they refused, it seemed unlikely that they could escape 
Dunland unscathed. Better to fi ght alongside the Boar Clan than 
to fl ee into danger, they decided, especially if it meant they might 
earn friendship of the Wild Men for Saruman. Surely the threat of 
Mordor demanded that all free peoples unite together?

Seeing an opportunity to strengthen the West, the heroes agreed 
to march with Turch and his clan.

“Excellent!” bellowed the Boar chieftain. “Come, the Raven 
Clan is still scattered among the hills. We must fi nd their chief 
before he gathers the rest of his clan to him. If we defeat the chief 
of Ravens, the rest of his clan will submit.”

Chieftain Turch placed the Antlered Crown back on his head and 
signaled to his men, “We march!”

“The Antlered Crown” is played with an encounter deck built 
with all the cards from the following encounter sets: 

The Antlered Crown, Dunlending Warriors, and Dunlending 
Raiders. (Dunlending Warriors and Dunlending Raiders can be 
found in The Voice of Isengard deluxe expansion to The Lord 
of the Rings: The Card Game.)

TM

The Raven Deck

When setting up The Antlered Crown, the players are instructed 
to create the “Raven deck.” To do this, remove each enemy card 
in both the Dunlending Warriors and Dunlending Raiders from 
the encounter deck. Shuffl e the removed enemy cards into a 
deck. This is the Raven deck.

When a player is instructed to reveal a card from the Raven deck, 
resolve the staging of that card as if it was just revealed from the 
encounter deck. If a card with surge is revealed from the Raven 
deck, the players must reveal the top card of the encounter deck 
for the surge effect.

Whenever an enemy would leave play, it should be placed in 
the discard pile of the deck that it originated from: An enemy 
from the encounter deck should be placed in the encounter deck 
discard pile. An enemy from the Raven deck should be placed 
in the Raven deck discard pile. If the Raven deck is empty at 
any time, shuffl e the Raven deck discard pile back into the 
Raven deck.
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‘7 .sVaz// examine this mould carefully, ” he says. ‘7 am certain a
close study of this artifact will give the Wise new strength with
which to fight the Enemy.”
When you tell the tale of your encounter with the Wild Men of
the Boar Clan, Saruman lifts an eyebrow and strokes his beard.
“ You have exceeded my expectations by earning the friendship of
Dunland. This is an event of great import.”
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The Wizard peers out a tall window ofOrthanc, deep in thought.
“ An alliance between Isengard and the Dunlendings could bring
an end to their age-long strife with Rohan, and bring order to
this region. I will need to send an envoy to their chieftain soon:
one who can speak for both Isengard and Rohan. Perhaps King
Theoden will consent to send Grima. He is deep in both our
councils. ” Turning back to you, Saruman s pleasure in your
accomplishments is evident. ‘Won have done great things, my
friends, and you have my gratitude,” he declares.

After a couple weeks of rest, it is time to resume your journey
north. Saruman accompanies you from his tower to the gate
where the guards bring your horses to you. As you climb into
your saddles, the Wizard gives you a parting instruction, “ Give
my greetings to Master Elrond in Rivendell, but pray, speak
nothing of the ring-mould. The eyes and ears ofMordor are
everywhere, and even the Wise are not safe. Better that it ’s
whereabouts remain secreTW~

You can see the wisdom in Saruman’s request and you swear
to tell no one of your discovery. “ Excellent, ” he says, lifting
his voice. “ I wish you good speed in your travels. If you see
Mithrandir, give him my greetings as well. Farewell!’’

You ride out from Isengard and the gates close shut behind you.
You have ended one journey, only to begin another. As you set
out for Rivendell, you consider all your accomplishments and
celebrate, if only for a moment, the great deeds you have done in
Saruman s service.
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Chieftain lurch leads the warriors of his clan in a victory shout,
then turns to you with a wide grin. “ The three clans of Dunland
are united at last. Now that the Raven Clan is defeated, the
Wolf Clan will support my rule and the Dunlendings will be one
people again.”
The large Dunlending leans closer so that only you can hear

If what he says. There is real concern on his face. “ It pains me to
r think that I fought against the servants of Saruman at our first

f encounter: Please tell your master I regret those deeds, and that I
I desire only friendship with Isengard. The people of Dunland are

in his debt.”
You promise to share Turch’s words with Saruman when you
return to Isengard. “ Good,” says the chieftain, looking relieved.
“ I believe that the services you have done for the White Wizard

1 shall long be remembered.’’

After parting with the Boar Clan, the remainder of your journey
to Isengard is uneventful. Upon reaching the great tower of
Orthanc, yon are greeted by Saruman. The Wizard’s face displays
a triumphant smile when he learns that you have been successful

\ in your task.

“ Well done!” he congratulates you as you tell him of your
I journeys. There is a gleam in the Wizard’s eyes as he accepts
§ custody of the ring-mould taken from Celebrimbor s forge.
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1EPILOGUEone day at the end of summer, Saruman
returned to the high cell.

“ Long ago, there were many such lights in the world.
Some would simply brighten the path. Others perceived
the best route forward and shone like beacons.”
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The Wizard didn’t come in the night as he’d
always done before, but at midday, and sunlight shone
hot and sharp through the cell s windows. The door
quietly slid open and the Wizard strode into the cell
with little sound.

;

A faraway cloud momentarily cut across the sun and
the room darkened. “ A few of such lights, those most
desirable of all, would reveal the secret ways. The
hidden trails connecting one path to another.” The
Wizard turned the glinting ring in the sunlight, his voice

Saruman nudged his staff, and Mugash was spellbound thick with desire. He looked at Mugash.
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M .... safe . §against the wall as he’d been during the Wizard’s
previous visits. Saruman casually walked to one of
the large windows, admiring the view of the White
Mountains.

mm...
8 ( I' d’ve chosen you, Mugash, as the bedrock of my new

power.” Saruman dropped his arm to his side and
approached the Ore. “ There were those of old who
knew how to bend life to their will.” The Wizard traced
a long bony finger along Mugash’s shoidder. The Ore
barked angrily and snapped uselessly at Saruman s
hand. Saruman smiled. 'What are Ores, but Elves re-
wrought?”
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“ Learning is a path that inexorably must lead
fom’ard, ” the Wizard said softly. Mugash couldn’t
recall Saruman ever speaking to him before, and the
sound of the Wizard’s voice grated and punished his
ears just as the sun stung at his eyes. ThefUruk growled
maliciously, wanting nothing more than to tear the
white-clad human apart with his clawedfingers.
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ati The Wizard’s breath smelled of smoke and black

cinnamon. “ Alas, such paths were forgotten and
have long laid dark. ” He touched one of the scars
on Mugash’s head and shrugged. “ I thought I could
manage this work, but my knowledge was too shallow.
Too limited.”
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ft“ Alas, learning is a winding path. Full of twists and

turns, false branches, and retraced steps,” the Wizard
continued. “ Thorns, pits and hardships are to be found
upon it.
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Then the Wizard smiled in triumph and stood straight,
caressing his ring fondly. “ But I have crafted a light to
guide me, and with it I’ll travel the forgotten roads.”

WmmiliSaruman patted the windowsill and turned to the Ore.
“ Such are the hardships of learning, that many choose
to not travel its path at all, satisfied instead with sitting
in the soft grasses along its edge. Some start upon the
path with vigor but soon loose heart. Others become
quickly lost, adrift. ”

ft

Saruman raised his ringed hand once more and the
air began to throb. A primal fear overcame Mugash.
He began to roar, and when the pain came, he roared
louder still.
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“ And there are those, such as the wise Gandalfthe
Grey, who believe some paths should not be followed at The last thing Mugash remembered was seeing
all, fearing what may be found at their end. ” Mugash Saruman’s outstretched hand held high in the sunlight,

sneered angrily, not comprehending the Wizard’s
babbling. Why had the old man come?
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i A white hand.
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Then Saruman’s mood shifted. “ But one may find lights
that illuminate the path of learning, such as this.” He
raised his hand in the sunlight, admiring a ring upon
his finger. The Wizard smiled.
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Design Notes
mm“ But 1 rode to the foot of Orthane, and came to the stair of Saruman;

and there he met me and led me up to his high chamber.
He wore a ring on his finger.”
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- Gandalf, “ The Fellowship of the Ring”(M;
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“ The Ring-maker” cycle suggests how Saruman was able to build the martial
capabilities of Isengard prior to the events that unfold in the The Lord of the Rings.

While Saruman certainly would have gathered much knowledge on ring-
making over his many years of study, our story provides an explanation for how
he acquired an important piece of that puzzle: an old mould from Celebrimbor’s
lost forge. With a newly-forged ring of power, we suggest that Saruman was
able to reshape life and create his army of fighting Uruk-hai from the essence
of the great mountain ore Mugash. Our story further seeks to explain how
Saruman was able to befriend the Dunlendings who later would do his bidding
during the War of the Ring.

In The Lord of the Rings, Tolkien provides only a few details on the culture
and origin of the Wild Men of Dunland. For the purposes of our drama, we
take the liberty to assume they were a clannish people suffering from internal
struggles. Based on Tolkien’s Nordic and Saxon inspirations, we guess that
his vision for the Dunlendings could nave been rooted in the early peoples
of the British Isles, such as the Britons, Welsh, or Piets. The early tribes
of Britain were routed from their pastoral lands by the Saxons, just as the
Dunledings were displaced from the plains of Rohan by the horselords of
Eorl. To this end, we use the concepts of clans, chiefs, and druidic imagery
such as the “ Antlered Crown” to give cultural flesh to the Dunlendings.

We hope our interpretation of the events surrounding Saruman’s secret
rise to power is interesting and sensible to fans of The Lord of the Rings.
It is, of course, our interpretation, and we do not claim to know Tolkien’s
mind in these matters. For the sake of drama and adventure, we make a few
assumptions in our story. For example, we assume that Saruman sought help
in building some of the foundations of his powers, above and beyond what he
learned (and trusted to be true) from the Palantir. As described in The Lord
of the Rings, we assume Saruman was able to procure help by manipulating
neighbors and travelers, in part by using the persuasive powers of his voice.

The delicious irony in our story is, of course, that it is the player’s heroes
who take the role of unsuspecting pawns in abetting Saruman’s long journey
to power.

The story told in “ The Voice of Isengard” and “ The Ring-maker” cycle
contains a few stretches that we hope hard-core The Lord of the Rings fans
will forgive. It is unlikely, for example, that Celebrimbor’s forge would
have survived the fall of Hollin during the Second Age. Sauron himself
would certainly have remembered its location, for it was here, disguised as
Annatar, that he studied ring-making. However, for the purposes of our tale,
we suggest it was not outside Celebrimbor’s abilities to shield the forge’s
location from Sauron’s mind, for the powers of the Elven rings were still
strong in Middle-earth at the time of Ost-in-Edhil’s fall.

Overall, we hope to have told a compelling tale that conceivably could have
rested within Tolkien’s historical framework for Middle-earth. We hope
players enjoyed our attempts to stay within Tolkien’s vision, and we hope,
above all, that players had great fun in overcoming the challenges presented
in “ The Ring-maker” cycle.
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